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10Abstract This paper introduces an approach to analyze temporal patterns of knowledge
11construction (KC) in online discussions, including consequences of role assignments. The
12paper illustrates the power of this approach for illuminating collaborative processes using
13data from a semester-long series of discussions in which 21 university students were
14assigned weekly roles. The KC contributions of all 252 posts in the discussion were coded
15using a five phase scheme (Gunawardena et al. 1997). Then, statistical discourse analysis
16was applied to identify segments of discussion characterized by particular aspects of KC,
17and “pivotal posts”—those posts which initiated new segments of discussion. Finally, the
18influences of assigned student roles on pivotal posts and KC were modeled. The results
19indicate that most online discussions had a single pivotal post separating the discussion into
20two distinct segments: the first dominated by a lower KC phase; the second dominated by a
21higher KC phase. This provides empirical evidence supporting the progressive nature of the
22KC process, but not the necessity of the full five-phase sequence. The pivotal posts that
23initiated later segments were often contributed mid-discussion by students playing one of
24two summarizing roles (Synthesizer and Wrapper). This suggests that assigning a
25summarizing role mid-discussion can aid group progress to more advanced phases of
26KC. Finally, in some discussion segments, the KC phase of a post was related to
27characteristics of the two preceding posts. Collectively, the results demonstrate the power of
28this temporal approach for investigating interdependencies in collaborative KC in online
29discussions.
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34Introduction

35The field of CSCL is interested in patterns of knowledge construction (KC) in online
36discussion forums, a tool used extensively in both online and blended college courses.
37Examining KC patterns can increase our understanding of the processes by which students
38co-construct understanding, and can inform both the instruction and design of online
39discussion forums. Of particular concern both practically and theoretically are the aspects of
40KC that take place; one popular categorization of these aspects is that of Gunawardena et al.
41(1997) which conceptualizes the KC process in five phases: (1) Sharing Information, (2)
42Exploring Dissonance, (3) Negotiating Meaning, (4) Testing and Modifying, and (5)
43Summarizing and Applying. Unfortunately, most analyses of KC in online discussions
44aggregate counts of posts in the different phases, losing important information about
45sequencing, and hence patterns of KC. For example, one hypothesis in CSCL research is
46that assigning roles to students can increase positive interdependence among students (e.g.
47Strijbos et al. 2004, see also Johnson and Johnson 1992) and thereby help them achieve
48more advanced phases of KC. But aggregate totals of KC phases of posts cannot test
49specific hypotheses about how group members’ posts affect one another or the process by
50which the group reaches advanced phases of KC.
51This paper introduces an approach to analyze temporal patterns of KC in online
52discussions, including consequences of role assignments. In particular, it uses a
53combination of content analysis and statistical discourse analysis to distinguish segments
54of KC patterns, identify posts that initiate new segments of discussion (referred to as pivotal
55posts) and model relationships between sequential posts. The paper illustrates this approach
56with data from a case study of a semester-long series of role-based discussions by 21
57students. Using Gunawardena et al.’s (1997) scheme of five phases of KC and definition of
58several student roles, we test hypotheses about patterns of phases of KC and model the
59effects of role assignments on these patterns.

60The process of knowledge construction (KC)

61Researchers have proposed multiple models to conceptualize and assess the process of KC
62during asynchronous discussions (e.g. Pena-Shaff and Nicholls 2004; Veerman and
63Veldhuis-Diermanse 2001; Weinberger and Fischer 2006). We employ Gunawardena’s
64Interaction AnalysisModel for Examining Social Construction of Knowledge (Gunawardena et
65al. 1997) for several reasons. First, the model explicitly conceptualizes the sequential
66relationship between different KC phases, thus providing testable hypotheses of predicted KC
67patterns. Second, it is both theoretically and empirically grounded (De Wever et al. 2006) and
68attempts to capture “the complete process of negotiation” (Gunawardena et al. 1997, p. 413)
69involved in KC. Thirdly, the KC phases are relatively straightforward to evaluate (Lally
702001). Finally, it has been used extensively as a measure of KC in studies involving roles
71(e.g., De Wever et al. 2007; Yang et al. 2005), thus allowing for comparison with relevant
72past findings. Our analysis approach can also be used to examine patterns in online
73discussions using other KC models.
74In Gunawardena et al.’s (1997) model, KC occurs in a series of successive (though not
75necessarily strictly sequential) phases that can be viewed as moving generally from lower to
76higher mental functions. In the model, learners begin by sharing, clarifying, and elaborating
77ideas (Phase 1: Sharing Information). Then, conflicts among them are explored (Phase 2:
78Exploring Dissonance). Next, learners reconcile conflicting ideas by negotiating their
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79meanings and co-constructing new knowledge propositions (Phase 3: Negotiating
80Meaning). Learners may then test and revise their synthesized ideas (Phase 4: Testing
81and Modifying). Finally, they can state and apply their new knowledge (Phase 5: Agreeing
82and Applying). See Table 1 for detailed descriptions and examples of each of the phases.
83The drive is to achieve higher phases of KC; however, successive phases build on each
84other. Hence, all phases contribute to the KC process (Gunawardena et al. 1997).
85While Gunawardena et al.’s (1997) model conceptualizes knowledge construction as a
86process which occurs though learners’ interactions (via their posts), previous work has not
87capitalized on its capacity to examine this process by analyzing patterns of KC. Past studies
88have often evaluated discussion quality by counting the posts in each KC phase (e.g., Marra
89et al. 2004; Schellens et al. 2007) or by computing the discussion’s average KC phase (e.g.,
90Schellens et al. 2005). These compiled measures treat KC as an outcome variable where
91more posts in higher KC phases indicate better learning, even though the scheme is a model
92of the process of constructing knowledge. Importantly, two discussions can proceed quite
93differently, while having the same KC phase counts (e.g., a sequence of posts with KC
94phases 1212312123 vs. 1111222233). By treating KC as an aggregate outcome of
95individual contributions, prior studies failed to test a central underlying premise of the
96model: groups construct knowledge through a specific sequence of phases. In this study, we
97addressed this issue by analyzing how the group proceeds through the phases of the KC
98process.

t1.1 Table 1 Summary of the five phases of Knowledge Construction (KC) based on Gunawardena et al. (1997)

t1.2 Phase Title Description Example

t1.3 1 Sharing information Statements of observation,
opinion, agreement,
clarification, example or
problem definition etc.

“I agree that students’ pre-existing
ideas are important to consider.
There is empirical support for
this in the misconceptions
literature.”

t1.4 2 Exploring dissonance Identification of areas of
disagreement; clarification
of source and extent of
disagreement; providing
support for one’s ideas in
the face of counterarguments.

“I think what we are disagreeing
about here is not whether we
should assess learning but how
to design assessments to drive
positive learning experiences.”

t1.5 3 Negotiating meaning /
co-constructing
knowledge

Identification areas of agreement
across conflicting ideas;
clarification of meanings of
terms; proposal and negotiation
of integrating metaphors and
compromise statements.

“I think that if we take an ‘expert’ as
someone who sees the deep structure
of a discipline, then we can all agree
that more than rote memorization
is needed.”

t1.6 4 Testing / modifying
proposed synthesis

Testing the proposed synthesis
against “received facts,”
cognitive schema, personal
experience, collected data,
and expert testimonies.

“We agreed that peer-interaction is
important for learning, but what
about all the research on self-study
and individual tutoring systems?”

t1.7 5 Agreeing / applying
new knowledge

Summarization of agreement(s);
application of new knowledge;
metacognitive statements of
changes in knowledge or ways
of thinking.

“I think our discussion has shown
that it is not just the learning
materials that matter, but how they
are used. I guess the next question
is how to help students use
materials well…”
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99Possible KC patterns

100Gunawardena et al.’s (1997) model suggests two possible KC patterns described below, but
101others are also theoretically possible. By identifying these patterns’ characteristics, we can
102empirically test for them. Note that these patterns are descriptive; future work will evaluate
103their benefits, drawbacks and relationship to KC outcomes.

104Theoretically predicted pattern 1a: Strictly progressive segments for each KC phase

105One interpretation of Gunawardena et al. (1997) views the KC phases as a strictly
106increasing sequence. Viewing KC as an interdependent process and a cumulative
107group effort, an individual’s progress through the phases depends on and influences
108other group members, stimulating them to proceed through the phases more-or-less
109together. Transitions between the phases can thus be viewed as initiated by a “pivotal
110post:” a contribution by a student (or the instructor) which changes the mode of
111discussion from one phase to another. Our notion of pivotal posts and their role in
112online discussions resonates with other recent work in the CSCL community to define
113and identify pivotal moments in collaboration (Lund et al. 2009; Stahl and Rosé 2011;
114Wee and Looi 2007).
115A discussion that follows a strictly progressive sequence of the KC phases might
116proceed as follows. Initially, learners share ideas (a series of KC Phase 1 posts, e.g., 11).
117For example, see Cathy and Sandeep’s start of a sample online discussion below in which
118students are discussing if rote memorization is a useful learning strategy.

119120Cathy (KC Phase 1): I think that students who use rote memorization are taking a big
121risk. They learn a lot of specific facts, but won’t be able to do anything with them…
122123Sandeep (KC Phase 1): Good point Cathy, I think the Geography class example we
124talked about really supports your point. Students could define igneous fusion but…
125

126When a learner disagrees with another group member’s idea (KC Phase 2), others may
127not always engage. Instead, they might continue proposing new ideas (e.g., 11211, see
128Allan, Patricia and Dawn’s additional posts below). In this case, the discussion continues in
129a sharing mode, identified by the dominance of posts in KC Phase 1 (with occasional posts
130in other phases).

131132Allan (KC Phase 2): I have to disagree with you Cathy, I think students need to
133memorize some things before they can take on harder tasks…
134135Patricia (KC Phase 1): I think an important idea we haven’t mentioned is transfer.
136Learning isn’t worthwhile unless students can use it in the future situations…
137138Dawn (KC Phase 1): I think a memorization is a strategy that we use all the time. It is
139not the only strategy but it’s important to build a vocabulary to talk …
140

141In contrast, a disagreement can act as a pivotal post that radically changes the mode of
142discussion. In this case because the pivotal post is a disagreement, the new mode of
143discussion becomes that of exploring disagreements (e.g., 11211→222, the pivotal post is
144indicated in bold). For example, Steve’s disagreeing post sparks a series of disagreeing
145posts by Mei and Ana (also see Chiu and Khoo 2003).

146147Steve (KC Phase 2): I think the main point of contention in the different ideas people
148are throwing out isn’t if memorization is one way to learn basic concepts, but how
149much memorization is useful…
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150151Mei (KC Phase 2): Actually, I think the differences in ideas we have might be less
152about “how much” memorization and more about “when” it is a useful strategy…
153154Ana (KC Phase 2): I remember reading that experts organize information in a
155meaningful way. If advanced students can’t really memorize rotely then I don’t know
156if we can accept Dawn’s claim that we use the strategy “all the time”…

157
158At some point, a learner may attempt to reconcile views presented in different posts (KC
159Phase 3). This can provide a more cohesive view of disparate ideas—a common base around
160which group members can negotiate shared understandings (e.g. Kauffeld andMeyers 2009). If
161others follow suit, the post serves as another pivotal post, and the group transitions from
162debating to reconciling ideas (e.g., 222→33233). Next, a learner may start to test the
163negotiated idea(s) (KC Phase 4) which can stimulate more testing and revision of the idea(s),
164thereby creating another discussion segment in a more advanced KC phase (e.g.,
16533233→4454344). Finally, if a learner formalizes and applies the revised idea(s), this can
166spark other applications in a KC Phase 5 discussion segment (e.g., 4454344→55545). This
167hypothetical discussion follows Gunawardena et al.’s model of a “complete” knowledge
168construction process; it consists of five distinct, progressively increasing KC segments with
169changes initiated by four pivotal posts (11211→222→33233→4454344→55545).

170Theoretically predicted pattern 1b: Progressive and regressive segments for each KC phase

171Knowledge construction is not always a strictly linear process (Paavola et al. 2004). Thus
172another interpretation of Gunawardena et al. (1997) recognizes earlier phases as logically
173prior to later phases, but also allows regressive segments: segments dominated by lower KC
174phases than the previous segment. For example, a tentatively shared synthesis (KC Phase 3)
175might break down when a learner returns to debating the merits of a particular idea (KC
176Phase 2) and others follow suit (e.g., 11211→222→33233→2212). In this pattern any
177number of segments can occur and the return to a “lower” phase as part of the KC process
178is not necessarily negative for the discussion.

179Alternative pattern 2a: Strictly progressive segments, but some KC phases skipped and 2b:
180Progressive and regressive segments, but some KC phases skipped

181There are other theoretical alternatives to the ones Gunawardena et al. (1997) suggest. One
182possibility is that groups might skip one or more KC phases. For example, learners might
183share their ideas (e.g., 111211) and then propose a compromise among them
184(111211→3333) without exploring their differences or disagreements (skipping KC Phase
1852). Then, they might conclude their discussion without testing (Phase 4) or applying it
186(Phase 5). In this case, the discussion has only two segments (111211→3333), each
187segment is dominated primarily by posts in one KC phase, and KC increases in each
188subsequent segment. This pattern of segments with skipped KC phases can be strictly
189progressive (pattern 2a) or include regressive segments (pattern 2b; e.g.
190111211→3333→22122). In both cases the patterns do not require passing through all
191earlier phases to reach later ones.

192Alternative pattern 3: Mixed KC phase segments

193It is also theoretically possible that during some discussion segments, a group may engage
194in several KC phases such that none dominates. For example, after group members share
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195ideas (111), one learner disagrees with an idea or explores the dissonance between them
196(KC Phase 2). While some group members follow suit, others continue to brainstorm new
197ideas (KC Phase 1) and still others begin to negotiate a resolution of the different ideas (KC
198Phase 3). Collectively, the KC phases of posts after the disagreement are distinct from those
199before it, and thus a pivotal post and new discussion segment can be said to occur (e.g.,
20011211→32432); however, the latter segment is not defined by a particular KC phase. Hence
201this pattern indicates a segmented discussion with some segments that do not have a shared
202mode of interaction.

203Alternative pattern 4: No distinct segments of KC

204Finally, it is possible that a discussion might have no distinct segments of higher KC or
205lower KC. Such an irregular pattern could have increases or decreases in KC at any time,
206thus no coherent segments or pivotal posts are identifiable (e.g., a post sequence of KC
207153142151431). This pattern indicates a discussion without any shared mode of interaction,
208i.e., sequences of posts do not affect one another.
209Table 2 summarizes the empirical findings that would support or reject each KC
210pattern. In the next section we discuss how assigned student roles and the functions they
211ask learners to perform align with the KC phases and might influence the above KC
212patterns.

213Supporting KC in online discussions with assigned student roles

214Online learning conversations often do not realize their potential as sites of rich KC.
215Typically they remain exercises in listing ideas rather than rich interactions that
216construct shared understandings (Guzdial and Turns 2000; Herring 1999; Thomas 2002).
217One way to increase the likelihood of valuable learning interactions is by assigning roles
218to students to script their collaboration (Dillenbourg 1999). Roles give students guidance
219about how to interact with one another productively (O’Donnell and Dansereau 1992),
220i.e., in ways that promote desired cognitive, metacognitive and socio-cognitive processes
221(King 2007).
222For example, early work in face-to-face contexts showed positive effects on reading
223comprehension when student pairs took turns playing the roles of recaller and listener
224(scripted cooperation; Dansereau 1988) questioner, summarizer, clarifier and predictor
225(reciprocal teaching; Palinscar and Brown 1984) or questioners and explainers (ask to
226think—tel why; King 1997). In an online context, roles are often scripted to guide learners
227in small-groups (rather than dyads) and address the coordination challenges inherent in
228the medium (Haake and Pfister 2007). Common roles assigned in online discussions
229include moderator, starter, wrapper, responder and summarizer (e.g., Schellens et al.
2302005; Strijbos et al. 2004).
231Roles can support collaborative KC in online discussions by creating positive
232interdependence and mutual accountability among students (Schellens et al. 2007; Strijbos
233et al. 2004) leading to increased interaction (Hara et al. 2000; Seo 2007) and integration of
234discourse (Persell 2004; Tagg 1994). Roles can also support students’ metacognitive
235awareness of their contributions to the group’s KC (Persell 2004; Strijbos et al. 2004)
236helping them to self-moderate discussions and increase their autonomy, ownership,
237motivation and responsibility for learning (Seo 2007; Tagg 1994). However, not all roles
238influence posts’ KC, and specific assigned roles can have different influences (for example
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239contrast the positive effects of the “Wrapper” role with the negative effects of the “Source
240Searcher” role in De Wever et al. 2007 and Schellens et al. 2005, 2007).
241While past research suggests that particular roles can have a positive impact on KC
242during online discussions (Schellens et al. 2007), research gaps remain. In particular,
243researchers have not examined the interdependent nature of the group processes
244underlying KC, in which each learner’s posts help build the context for others’ future
245posts. Specifically, work is needed to investigate how role-based posts influence other
246participant’s postings and overall group KC patterns. To consider how specific roles may
247interact with the KC process, we can examine the alignment between the KC phases and
248the specific functions that each role asks a learner to enact. If a role asks a learner to
249perform a function that aligns with a KC phase different from the KC phase of the group
250members’ current posts, that contribution could act as a pivotal post that initiates
251discussion in a new KC phase.
252Building on De Wever et al.’s (2007) efforts to assess role enactment, Wise et al. (2010a)
253analyzed assigned roles in the literature and identified six core conversational functions that
254they ask learners to perform: Introduce New Idea, Bring in Source, Use Theory, Respond,
255Give Direction, and Summarize. We propose that some of these functions conceptually
256align with specific KC phases, while others are phase-independent and support the overall
257KC process (see Table 3). Specifically, we focus our attention on the Summarize function
258and its associated roles because it theoretically aligns with advanced phases of knowledge
259construction (De Wever et al. 2007; Schellens et al. 2005, 2007).

260Learners in summarizing roles may create pivotal posts that advance KC

261Summarize is a synthetic function that asks a learner to organize and integrate different
262ideas in the discussion (Wise et al. 2010a; Xin et al., 2011). For example, in a
263discussion on lesson planning for mathematics, a learner can describe how several very
264different suggested activities for teaching parallel lines could be combined. Cognitively,
265this helps the summarizing learner (and potentially those who read the post) to

t3.1 Table 3 Alignment of previously assigned roles, the functions they ask learners to serve, and the knowledge
construction (KC) process

t3.2 Role Function

t3.3 New Idea Bring in Source Use Theory Respond Give Direction Summarize

t3.4 Starter X X

t3.5 Source-Searcher X

t3.6 Theoretician X

t3.7 Questioner X

t3.8 Devil’s Advocate X

t3.9 Moderator X X X X

t3.10 Wrapper X

t3.11 Theoretical alignment
with KC Phases

1 1 1 3 or 5

t3.12 Relationship with KC
in past studiesa

− − 0 ? ? +

a (Schellens et al. 2005, 2007; De Wever et al. 2007). Symbols indicate a positive effect (+), a negative effect
(−), no effect (0), or not yet studied (?)
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266consolidate their understanding of different ideas. Socio-cognitively, summarizing
267posts can support the group in building on the existing discussion, maintaining joint
268attention and coordinating activity. In this way summarizing roles can help address the
269common problem of fractured and incoherent online discussions (Herring 1999;
270Thomas 2002).
271A summarizing post can identify areas of agreement and aid compromises between
272contested ideas (which align theoretically with KC Phase 3, Negotiation of Shared
273Meaning). Or, it can help group members reach a final agreement and recognize changes in
274their ideas (which aligns with KC Phase 5, Statement/ Application). However, while
275empirical studies show that summarizing posts consistently contribute at a high KC phase
276(De Wever et al. 2007; Schellens et al. 2005, 2007), groups assigned roles with a
277summarizing function have not consistently outperformed those without one (e.g., compare
278Schellens et al. 2005 and 2007). One reason other group members may not realize the
279benefits of summarizing posts is that the Summarize function is often assigned to a Wrapper
280role asked to conclude a discussion (Schellens et al. 2005, 2007; see also Hara et al. 2000;
281Zhu 1998). Since a Wrapper generally summarizes at the end of a discussion, other group
282members are unlikely to make subsequent posts and thus realize the coordination benefits
283described above.
284We propose using the Summarize function in the middle of a discussion to synthesize
285discussion strands, maintain joint attention and ground subsequent discussion. While few
286students are likely to post after the Wrapper at the end of a discussion, many more are likely
287to build on a midway summary that helps them integrate their understanding of the various
288ideas. Reading a summarizing post can prompt them to join the synthetic effort—moving
289beyond sharing, comparing and debating their ideas to co-construct shared understandings
290in their group. As more students do this, they create more posts in higher KC phases for one
291another to read, compounding these processes until the whole group collectively climbs to a
292higher phase of KC. In this way, a midway summarizing post is potentially a pivotal post
293that can elevate a group to a higher KC phase, helping to solve the insidious problem of
294online discussions stuck in the rut of simply listing ideas without developing them
295collaboratively (Thomas 2002).

296Other roles that might affect KC processes

297Of the five other identified conversational functions, three align with a specific KC
298phase and thus, roles that elicit them might affect group KC patterns. These three
299functions (New Idea, Bring in Source and Use Theory) all ask learners to input specific
300kinds of information into a discussion (Wise et al. 2010a) and thus theoretically align
301with KC Phase 1 (Sharing). If a group is already at an advanced phase of KC (e.g.
302negotiating a shared understanding in Phase 3) then posts made in KC Phase 1 could act
303as regressive pivotal posts that push the discussion away from synthesis and back towards
304an earlier phase of KC. This may or may not be beneficial for the discussion depending
305on its current state.
306Empirically, both the New Idea and Bring in Source functions (though not Use
307Theory) have been associated with posts in low KC phases (De Wever et al. 2007;
308Schellens et al. 2005, 2007); however, effects on subsequent posts have not yet been
309studied. The remaining two functions, Respond and Give Direction, appear to support KC
310generally, rather than being aligned with a specific KC phase and thus are not expected to
311affect group KC patterns. Roles that commonly assign each of these functions are shown
312in Table 3. While we have proposed connections among specific roles, functions, and
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313pivotal posts above, pivotal posts can also arise from a group member simply posting in a
314new phase.

315Overview of the current study

316Past work has looked at KC in aggregate, losing important information about patterns of
317KC and how they may be influenced by the assignment of student roles. In addition, the
318beneficial Summarize function has been primarily assigned to roles at the end of
319discussions, limiting its potential to elevate group KC processes. In this study, we used a
320temporal analysis to examine KC as a process in a series of role-based discussions. One
321particular role (“Synthesizer”) was used to elicit a Summary midway through each
322discussion. We asked the following questions:

3231. What pattern(s) characterize KC processes during an online, asynchronous discussion
324with assigned roles?
3252. Does a summary midway through the discussion affect subsequent KC?
3263. How do the assigned roles and functions of recent posts affect the current KC process?

327Based on the above examination of roles and KC patterns, we predicted that some posts
328would act as pivotal posts, dividing discussions into distinct identifiable segments. The
329Synthesizer role (Summarize function) was expected to create pivotal posts that had a
330progressive influence on the group’s KC process, elevating the discussion to KC Phase 3 or
3315. The nature of other pivotal posts, whether the discussion segments are clearly dominated
332by a single KC phase, whether all five phases are represented, whether KC only increases
333between segments, and whether characteristics of recent posts are antecedents of specific
334KC phases remained empirical questions.

335Time-based methods for analyzing KC

336As discussed above, group interactions in collaborative learning scenarios are inherently
337interconnected and dynamically affect one another over multiple time scales (Lemke
3382000). Recent posts (e.g., asking a question) create a local time context (micro-time
339context) that can influence the next post(s). Also, students may have different modes of
340interaction across the course of a discussion that can result in distinct segments of
341discussion dominated by different KC phases (meso-time contexts). Several researchers
342(Chiu and Khoo 2005; Mercer 2008; Reimann 2009) have criticized past research on
343collaborative learning for ignoring these micro- and meso- contexts of time. In this study
344we used both micro- and meso- time contexts to investigate the interdependencies and
345relationships between learner contributions to the dynamic process of knowledge
346construction in online discussions.
347We first used content analysis to code the posts for variables of interest (e.g. KC phase
348and enactment of functions assigned to roles). We then used statistical discourse analysis
349(SDA) (Chiu and Khoo 2005) to model relationships across the different levels. To
350investigate meso-time contexts, we used SDA to statistically identify pivotal posts and
351discussion segments based on the KC exhibited in posts. This analysis objectively detected
352discussion segments without relying on subjective human assessments, and importantly
353identified pivotal posts whether provoked by the intervention or other causes. To investigate
354micro-time contexts we used the post as the unit of analysis, and applied SDA to examine
355how characteristics of recent posts might influence the KC phase of the current post. As we
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356had explanatory variables at different levels of time and interdependency of data between
357group members (Cress 2008), we used a multilevel analysis (also known as hierarchical
358linear modeling, Bryk and Raudenbush 1992; Goldstein 1995) to model relationships
359among explanatory variables and KC. Multilevel analysis separates the outcome variable’s
360variation into differences at various levels of nesting (post characteristic, time period,
361weekly topic, group history, and so on) and estimates how much of these differences at each
362level is explained by each explanatory variable.

363Methods

364Participants

365Participants were 21 students (8 women, 13 men) in a Foundations of Educational
366Technology course at a university in western Canada. Seven of the 21 participants were of
367Asian descent. The blended course (face-to-face and online) was an elective for the ten
368undergraduate students in the teaching preparation program, required for the seven graduate
369students in the Educational Technology masters program and open to the three practicing
370teachers and an additional graduate student. Class members formed two discussion groups:
371(a) undergraduates and (b) graduate students and teachers.

372Learning context

373The course had thirteen weekly face-to-face meetings and nine weeks of online
374asynchronous discussion. Faced with a weekly, authentic, instructional design challenge,
375each group had to collectively create a suitable educational design (e.g., activity plan).
376For example, during one week they had to design a set of activities to help a group of
37710 year-olds become “experts” in the Chinese Zodiac. Students had to make at least
378two postings each week for the first six weeks and at least one posting per week for the
379final three weeks. Participation in these discussions counted for 15% of a student’s
380course grade.

381Discussion tool

382Open-source LMS Moodle (http://moodle.org/) served as the asynchronous, threaded,
383online discussion environment. Students could read and reply to one another’s posts with
384unlimited thread depth. Although Moodle allows thread splitting, automatic quotation of
385others’ posts and marginal annotations, none of the participants used these features. The 21
386students wrote a total of 252 posts (evenly divided across the groups) during the online
387asynchronous discussion.

388Procedure and role assignment

389During a face-to-face session at the beginning of the course, the instructor introduced the
390students to the online discussion tool, the discussion format, and their roles via a role
391description guide. The instructor modeled the roles for the first discussion week. During the
392following eight weeks, students were assigned roles and participated in the online
393discussion. The 10 roles (see Table 4) were randomly assigned and rotated so that each
394student played a different role in each of the eight role-based weeks. Students assigned a
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395Starter or Wrapper role could contribute other posts outside of the role. Discussion
396transcripts were collected for content analysis of function enactment and KC.

397Content analysis

398We evaluated function enactment and KC at the level of the individual post for three
399reasons. First, a post has clear boundaries and can be reliably identified (Rourke et al. 2001;
400Schellens et al. 2007). Second, from a social constructivist perspective, people learn from
401one another’s contributions; thus, the relevant unit of analysis is the one through which they
402contribute–the post (Gunawardena et al. 1997). Third, students were expected to play their
403roles with the latitude of an entire post. Thus, breaking the post into smaller pieces could
404obscure the holistic use of the assigned role.
405For each of the content analysis schemes, two coders trained and practiced on
406discussions outside this study. After training, both coders independently coded all posts
407in the data set. To test inter-rater reliability, we used Krippendorff's alpha (2004), which
408applies to any measurement level, any sample size, and any number of coders, categories or
409scale values–even if the data are incomplete (unlike many other inter-rater reliability
410measures). Its values range from −1 (maximum disagreement) to 1 (perfect agreement), and

t4.1 Table 4 Functionally-based roles assigned with abbreviated student instructions

t4.2 Role Function(s) Description

t4.3 Starter New Idea Give Direction Start off the discussion by responding to the instructor’s
questions based on the assigned readings and raising
what you see as the most important issues.

t4.4 Inventor New Idea Generate fresh and creative ideas and new perspectives
on the questions being discussed that have not been
brought up yet in the discussion.

t4.5 Importer New Idea Bring in Source Bring outside ideas into the discussion. The ideas may
come from materials of other classes or the news and
should bring in a new perspective.

t4.6 Mini-me Use Theory Represent the author of one of the assigned reading’s
position on the questions being discussed.

t4.7 Elaborator Respond Expand or provide some support for an idea someone
else has already put out in the discussion.

t4.8 Questioner Respond Push others to go deeper and elaborate on their ideas
through asking questions. You may want to ask
questions such as “Why do you think X?” or “What
implications does your point have for Y?”

t4.9 Devil’s Advocate Respond Take a contrary position to one (or more) of your
classmates’ ideas and make a reasonable defense
as to why this is a logical position to take.

t4.10 Traffic Director Give Direction Keep the discussion moving in a productive direction
and get it back on track if the group strays from the
main track or the discussion seems to stall.

t4.11 Synthesizer Summarize Give Direction Make connections between posts, pull comments
together, and push the conversation forward
(maybe in new directions).

t4.12 Wrapper Summarize Conclude the discussion. You should summarize
key ideas, and point out overlapping thoughts,
problems and unresolved questions.
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411a value 0.67 or higher shows satisfactory agreement in exploratory studies (Krippendorff
4122004). All disagreements between raters were discussed and resolved through consensus.

413Enactment of functions

414Wise et al. (2010b) developed the ASIMeC–Functional (ASIMeC–F) coding scheme to
415evaluate the degree to which students enact conversational functions. This scheme builds on
416De Wever et al.’s (2007) Analysis Scheme Identifying Message Characteristics (ASIMeC)
417which evaluated fidelity of role enactment. As a result, ASIMeC-F can be used to evaluate
418a wider variety of roles based on their functions (Wise et al. 2010b).
419ASIMeC-F has six dimensions corresponding to the six conversational functions shown
420in Tables 3 and 4 (New Idea, Bring in Source, Use Theory, Respond, Give Direction,
421Summarize). Coders assessed New Idea as absent or present and the other five dimensions
422on a three-point ordinal scale (absent, partially present, fully present). Krippendorff’s alphas
423were: New Idea (.65), Bring in Source (.92), Use Theory (.73), Respond (.98), Give
424Direction (.76), and Summarize (.88). Results involving New Ideas should be interpreted
425cautiously and are subject to validation in future studies.

426Knowledge Construction (KC)

427Coders used Gunawardena et al.’s (1997) scheme to identify the highest KC phase achieved
428in each post. Krippendorff’s alpha for KC was .84.

429Statistical analysis

430The KC in each group’s weekly online discussions was modeled at the micro- and meso-
431levels using Statistical Discourse Analysis (SDA) (Chiu 2008a; Chiu and Khoo 2005). SDA
432first statistically determined pivotal posts (referred to as breakpoints in statistical
433terminology) and discussion segments based on the KC phase exhibited in posts, then
434tested explanatory models for these pivotal posts, and finally tested explanatory models for
435the KC phase of an individual post. Several levels of variables were used in the explanatory
436models to capture the characteristics of student demographics, learning activities, roles and
437posts. The statistical power of any regression (including SDA) for this sample size of 252
438posts is .99 for an effect size of .30 (α=.05; Cohen et al. 2003).

439Identifying pivotal posts and online discussion segments

440As discussed earlier, the KC phase of some parts of a discussion might be higher than that
441of others. Statistically identifying pivotal posts that divide the sequential data into segments
442with higher vs. lower KC allows testing of both hypotheses regarding KC patterns and
443whether the effects of explanatory variables differ across discussion segments.
444Threaded discussions can be understood through two kinds of sequences: strict
445chronological and semantic chronological (see Fig. 1). A strict chronological sequence
446places each post on a time line, strictly according to its time of creation and irrespective of
447its references and relationships to other posts. In contrast, a semantic chronological
448sequence tracks the discussion of shared ideas by using the thread structure as the primary
449organizer and by using time to order same level posts. For example in Fig. 1b, posts 2 and 3
450are at the same level of reply within the same thread; thus, the time that each post was
451created determines their order. While a semantic chronological sequence does not always
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452align with the real-time succession in which posts were created, it more accurately
453represents each group’s development of ideas over time and thus was used to analyze the
454data in this study.
455For each week of each group, we statistically identified pivotal posts that divided
456discussions into segments by using regression analysis to model different possible numbers
457and locations of pivotal posts and finding the model that best fit the data (Chiu and Khoo
4582005). First, we modeled the KC phase of each post in a discussion under the assumption of
459no pivotal posts. Next, we assumed one pivotal post and tested all possible locations of the
460pivotal post. Then, we assumed two pivotal posts and tested all possible pairs of locations
461of two pivotal posts, and so on up to all possible location combinations for six pivotal posts.
462The best model of pivotal posts had the smallest Bayesian information criterion (BIC, also
463known as Schwarz information criteria, Kennedy 2004).

464Modeling pivotal posts

465Next, we created an explanatory model to identify characteristics associated with pivotal
466posts and the posts preceding them. Because we were using nested data (posts within online
467discussions within groups) to model a binary outcome (pivotal post vs. not) an ordinary
468least squares regression would be statistically inefficient and yield biased results (Goldstein
4691995). Thus we applied a multilevel, binary logit regression.
470We entered variables at multiple levels (e.g., activities, student characteristics, and post
471characteristics) in sets according to time constraints, expected causal relationships, and
472likely association with pivotal posts (see Table 5 for a full list of explanatory variables and
473their order of entry). If the variable Summarize was significant, we tested whether the
474effects differed across the level of summary by replacing the Summarize variable with
475Minor Summary and Extensive Summary. We then used lag variables to model the
476characteristics of the preceding posts. We first entered a set of post characteristics for the
477previous post (lag 1), then added the same explanatory variables for the post before that (lag
4782). No variables were significant at lags greater than 2. To test for moderation effects by
479discussion segment, we added terms for the interaction of the above variables with a
480variable that indicated posts created after the first pivotal post. We used a random effects
481model (Goldstein 1995) to check if relationships between explanatory variables and KC
482differed across discussions.
483To test whether each set of explanatory variables was significant, we used a nested
484hypothesis test (χ2 log likelihood test, Kennedy 2004) with an alpha level of .05. We
485controlled for false positives (Type I errors) by using a two-stage linear step-up procedure
486(Benjamini et al. 2006). If a set of explanatory variables was significant, non-significant

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0

10 8
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2 3
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Fig. 1 Diagrams for an asynchronous threaded discussion showing (a) strict chronological sequence of posts
and (b) semantic chronological sequence of posts
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487variables (if any) within that set were removed. We used multi-level mediation tests to test
488if a variable M mediated an X→Y relationship: X→M→Y (Krull and MacKinnon 2001).
489For significant mediators, we report the proportional change by computing 1–(b'/b), where
490b’ and b were the regression coefficients of the explanatory variable, with and without the
491mediating variable in the model, respectively.

492Modeling KC

493As above, we entered factors at multiple levels (e.g., activities, student characteristics, and
494post characteristics) to model the KC phase of a post (see Table 5). The procedure was the
495same as that of modeling pivotal posts with the following exceptions. First, KC has 5

t5.2Discussion

t5.3Two posts per week (Baseline = 1 post per week)

t5.4Graduate student / Teacher group (Baseline = Undergraduate group)

t5.5Week_1, … Week_7 (Baseline = week 8)

t5.6After 1st pivotal post (used only to model KC)

t5.7Student

t5.8Graduate student (Baseline = Undergraduate)

t5.9Teacher (Baseline = Undergraduate)

t5.10Student_1 … Student_20 (Baseline = student 21)

t5.11Role

t5.12Starter

t5.13Inventor

t5.14Importer

t5.15Mini-me

t5.16Elaborator

t5.17Questioner

t5.18Devil’s Advocate

t5.19Traffic Director

t5.20Synthesizer

t5.21Wrapper (Baseline = No role)

t5.22Current Post Characteristics

t5.23Post Number in Thread

t5.24New Idea

t5.25Bring in Source

t5.26Use Theory

t5.27Respond

t5.28Give Direction

t5.29Summarize

t5.30Knowledge Construction (KC) (used only to model pivotal posts)

t5.31Previous Post (lag 1) Characteristics

t5.32Same as Current Post characteristics but for the previous post
(KC included in both models)

t5.33Two Posts ago (lag 2) Characteristics

t5.34Same as Previous Post characteristics

t5.35Interactions of After 1st pivotal moment X Above characteristics

t5.1 Table 5 Explanatory variables
and their order of entry into
models of pivotal posts and KC
(all sets of explanatory
variables were used in both
models except as noted)
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496ordered values (1, 2, 3, 4, 5), so multilevel, ordered logit was used rather than multilevel,
497binary logit. Second, to examine differences in KC across discussion segments we added a
498variable that indicated posts created after the first pivotal post. Third, in the current post
499characteristics variable set we did not include KC since it is the outcome variable.
500Details of the content analysis schemes, equations used in the statistical analyses, and
501ancillary results are available at http://xxx.

502Results

503Descriptive statistics

504Results confirmed that discussions were enacted without overrepresentations of posts from
505specific roles, from specific students or in particular weeks (see Table 6). The ten assigned
506roles yielded equal numbers of posts, except for the Starter and Wrapper roles which should

t6.1 Table 6 Descriptive statistics (N=252)

t6.2 Variables % of data at each value Mean SD Min Max

t6.3 0 1 2 3 4 5

t6.4 Outcome variables

t6.5 Pivotal Post 94 6

t6.6 Knowledge Construction (KC) 60 3 16 4 17

t6.7 Explanatory variables

t6.8 After 1st pivotal post 51 49

t6.9 Two posts per week 25 75

t6.10 Graduate student / Teacher group 50 50

t6.11 Graduate student 63 37

t6.12 Teacher 85 15

t6.13 Starter 94 6

t6.14 Inventor 90 10

t6.15 Importer 90 10

t6.16 Mini-me 91 9

t6.17 Elaborator 90 10

t6.18 Questioner 91 9

t6.19 Devil’s Advocate 90 10

t6.20 Traffic Director 90 10

t6.21 Synthesizer 90 10

t6.22 Wrapper 94 6

t6.23 Post Number in Thread 9.0 5.5 1 22

t6.24 New Idea 77 23

t6.25 Bring in Source 88 3 9

t6.26 Use Theory 15 16 69

t6.27 Respond 55 7 38

t6.28 Give Direction 70 12 18

t6.29 Summarize 72 9 19
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507and did make only one corresponding functional post per discussion. Over half the posts
508were in KC Phase 1 (Sharing Information), with substantial numbers in KC Phase 3
509(Negotiating Meaning) and KC Phase 5 (Agreeing and Applying). Few focused on
510discrepancies or contradictions (KC Phase 2 [Exploring Dissonance] or KC Phase 4
511[Testing and Modifying]).

512Identifying pivotal posts

513A total of 16 pivotal posts were indentified in the 16 discussions. Most discussions (12 of
51416) had a single pivotal post (two time segments); two discussions had two pivotal posts
515(three segments) and two had none (one segment). In addition, most segments had a
516majority of posts in a single KC phase, though some mixed phase segments were observed;
517see Fig. 2 for examples. The Synthesizer and Wrapper roles contributed the majority of the
518pivotal posts (10 of 16), and these pivotal posts often were in KC phases 3 or 5 (7 pivotal
519posts each), with Extensive Summaries (13 pivotal posts). Other pivotal posts had varied
520characteristics.

521Modeling pivotal posts

522Assigned role and current post characteristics accounted for a substantial portion of the
523pivotal post variance (28%, see Fig. 3). Compared to other roles, Synthesizers’ and
524Wrappers’ posts were more likely to be Extensive Summaries, and Extensive Summaries
525were more likely than other functions to be pivotal posts. Other variables (including

Fig. 2 Examples of discussions with (a) one pivotal post (two time segments); all segments with majority of
posts in single KC phase; (b) one pivotal post (two time segments); last segment with no majority KC phase;
(c) two pivotal posts (three time segments); (d) no pivotal posts (one time segment)
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F 526discussion group and post order in the discussion) were not significant. Notably, Minor

527Summaries were not significantly more likely to be pivotal posts.

528Modeling KC

529Discussion segment, role, characteristics of the current post, and characteristics of the two
530prior posts accounted for much of the variance in the KC phase of a post (see Fig. 4). Only
53123% of the differences in KC phases occurred across discussions; 77% of the differences
532were within each discussion. Across all discussions, Synthesizers and Wrappers posted
533many more Summaries compared to other roles. Posts with Summaries (Minor or
534Extensive) exhibited a higher KC phase on average. Thus, Synthesizer and Wrapper posts
535averaged higher KC phases compared to other roles with the effect fully mediated by the
536Summary function.
537The results also show three time-specific relationships. First, KC was substantially
538higher in posts after a pivotal post than before one (as indicated by the Kruskal-Wallis
539median equality test, Sheskin 1997). Second, Summaries were more likely to occur after a
540pivotal post. Third, there were two links between explanatory variables and KC that existed
541only after a pivotal post has occurred (in second and third discussion segments): one, if the

Time Characteristics of 
2nd previous post

Characteristics of 
previous post

Role Characteristics of
current post

Summarize 

Knowledge 
Construction

Wrapper 

Synthesizer 

+1.35 ** 

+1.40 *** 

–1.61 * 

+0.75 * 

+3.46 *** 

+3.70 *** 

+1.11 * 

+0.65 * 

After 1st 
pivotal 
post 

New Idea. (-1) * 
After 1st pivotal 
post 

Respond (-2) *  
After 1st pivotal post 

Fig. 4 Path diagram of final model predicting KC. Numbers shown are regression coefficients. Solid lines
indicate positive effects. Dashed lines indicate negative effects. Thicker lines indicate larger effect sizes.
*p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001

 Characteristics of
Role      Current post

Synthesizer 
Pivotal 

Post 

+2.20 *** 
Extensive 
Summary 

Wrapper 
+2.75 *** 

+3.24 *** 

Fig. 3 Path diagram of final model predicting pivotal posts. Numbers shown are regression coefficients.
Solid lines indicate positive effects. Thicker lines indicate larger effect sizes. *p<.05, **p<.01, ***p<.001
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542previous post had a New Idea, the current post averaged lower KC; and two, if a post was
543Responsive, the following post was more likely to be a New Idea and KC was slightly
544lower two posts later (indirect and direct effects combined).
545All other variables were not significant. Notably, the order of a post in the discussion did
546not affect KC, showing that later posts did not necessarily show higher KC. Furthermore,
547neither discussion group nor week explained a significant amount of variance in the KC
548phase of post.

549Discussion

550This study used a temporal approach to analyze patterns of collaborative KC in a semester-
551long series of role-based online discussions by 21 students. The study revealed a distinct
552KC pattern that emphasized sharing (Phase 1), negotiating (Phase 3) and summarizing
553(Phase 5) ideas, but not exploring dissonance (Phase 2) or testing and revising tentative
554syntheses (Phase 4). A single pivotal post divided most of the discussions into two distinct
555segments. Segments were generally characterized by a majority of posts in a single KC
556phase with later segments showing higher KC than earlier segments. The pivotal posts that
557initiated later segments were typically contributed by students assigned the Synthesizer or
558Wrapper roles and contained Extensive Summaries that elevated KC both immediately and
559in subsequent posts. Several additional time-specific relationships between KC and
560characteristics of previous posts were observed. Below we discuss these results with
561respect to our research questions and the previous literature as an illustration of the power
562of our temporal analysis to investigate collaborative KC processes.

563Research question 1: What pattern(s) characterize the KC process during an online
564asynchronous discussion with assigned roles?

565Like previous studies of online discussions with assigned roles, our analysis allowed us to
566examine the proportions of posts in each KC phase. As in prior work (Gunawardena et al.
5671997; Schellens et al. 2005), most posts in this study were in KC Phase 1 (Sharing
568Information) showing that students produced new ideas much more often than they
569considered existing ideas. In addition, similar to some prior findings (De Wever et al. 2008;
570Schellens et al. 2007), this study also showed a greater proportion of posts in KC Phase 3
571(Negotiating Meaning) than in Phase 2 (Exploring Dissonance). This is different from a
572pattern in which the proportion of posts decreases for each successive KC phase (De Wever
573et al. 2007, 2010). In comparison with past studies, the learners in this study had many
574more posts in KC Phase 5 (Agreeing and Applying), though still few posts in KC Phase 4
575(Testing and Modifying). The preponderance of posts in the initial (1) and convergent (3
576and 5) phases and lack of posts in judgmental KC phases (2 and 4) suggest that these
577groups were focused on reaching consensus.
578Moving beyond aggregate counts of posts, our analysis probed the process of knowledge
579construction by identifying segments of KC patterns. This let us empirically test the
580underlying premise that groups construct knowledge through a specific sequence of phases
581and Gunawardena et al.’s (1997) theoretically proposed patterns of KC (see Table 2). Most
582of the online discussions studied had at least two distinct segments of discussion, which
583rejects the KC pattern 4 hypothesis (no distinct segments of KC). Segments were generally
584characterized by a majority of posts in a single KC phase, with later segments showing
585higher KC; this rejects the KC patterns 1b and 2b hypotheses (which include regressive
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586segments). In particular, the discussions often had an initial segment with mostly KC Phase
5871 posts (Sharing Information) followed by a statistically identified pivotal post which
588elevated the discussion to a segment with a majority of posts in KC phases 3 or 5. This
589rejects KC pattern 1a (which requires a segment for each KC phase) and provides strong
590support for the KC pattern 2a hypothesis (strictly progressive segments with some KC
591phases skipped). However, nearly a quarter of the later segments did not have a majority
592KC phase which also provides some support for the KC Pattern 3 hypothesis (mixed KC
593phase segments).
594These results differ from the two theoretically “complete” patterns suggested by
595Gunawardena et al. (1997; KC Patterns 1a and 1b), both which include segments for all five
596phases of KC. Notably, in the original conceptualization, exploration of dissonance and
597testing a proposed synthesis are important to KC, but these results show that in some cases
598groups can engage in KC Phase 5 processes without KC Phases 2 or 4 in this context.
599Importantly, while some disagreeing posts in KC Phases 2 and 4 were made, these
600contributions did not propel the group into a critique-focused segment of discussion. The
601lack of disagreements in the discussions may be due to concerns about social relationships
602(Chiu 2008b), inadequate concern for the quality of the solution, or a notion of agreement
603as an indicator of a quality solution.
604Whether the absence of disagreements affects the quality of knowledge construction
605outcomes is an important question both empirically and theoretically and at both the group
606and individual levels. At the group level, exploration of dissonance between ideas is
607thought to be important to lay the foundation for meaningful negotiation and co-
608construction of knowledge (Gunawardena et al. 1997). Thus, we might suspect that
609discussions with few disagreements have not truly considered multiple ways to address the
610discussion task nor evaluated reasons for choosing one over another and thus would
611produce a low quality of constructed knowledge. In contrast, it is also possible that in some
612discussions which lack explicit disagreement, students are engaging in these processes
613tacitly (Gunawardena et al. 1997). A finding that discussions without disagreements still
614yield a high quality of constructed knowledge, could indicate such tacit processes are
615occurring or a need to question the function and necessity of the two judgmental phases for
616effective KC.
617At the individual level, the cognitive dissonance caused by engaging with a
618disagreeing idea is considered important as a trigger for learners to reconsider their
619existing ideas and construct new understandings (Piaget 1985; also see “conflict scripts”
620in Dillenbourg and Jermann 2007). If disagreements are not present as part of the KC
621process in a discussion, then even if the group comes to an acceptable conclusion,
622individual learners may not have made significant changes in their personal under-
623standings. Such a finding would indicate a need for further scripting of discussions or a
624change to the task structure to support students in critically probing each other’s ideas. In
625future work, we will explore these issues by empirically studying how the quality of the
626discussion process influences independent learning outcome measures at both the group
627and individual level.
628Another issue for future inquiry is the meaning of the mixed KC phase segments.
629Mixed KC phase segments may provide evidence that sometimes students operate in
630different KC phases and thus don’t engage in a shared mode of interaction. Another
631possibility is that subgroups may engage in parallel conversations that are internally
632coherent, but in different KC phases from each other. Further investigation can examine
633this issue in greater detail and draw connections between these KC processes and
634learning outcomes.
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635Research question 2: Does a summary midway through the discussion affect subsequent
636KC?

637Like past studies, our results show that roles encouraging summarization (Synthesizer,
638Wrapper) yielded posts in significantly higher KC phases than posts by roles which did not
639(De Wever et al. 2007; Schellens et al. 2005, 2007). More importantly, our temporal
640analysis allowed us to examine the effects of these summarizing posts on the group’s
641patterns of collaborative KC. As hypothesized, mid-discussion extensive summaries created
642by students in the Synthesizer role were often pivotal posts that initiated new discussion
643segments with posts in elevated phases of KC. Due to a large number of late student posts,
644many Wrapper summaries inadvertently ended up mid-discussion and also acted as pivotal
645posts that advanced the KC phase of the discussion. Notably, only one post with a minor
646summary was a pivotal post, suggesting that minor summaries are qualitatively different
647from extensive summaries.
648These results suggest that reading the extensive summaries facilitated contributions at higher
649KC phases on average, thus advancing the group’s KC process. Particularly, the integrative
650value of extensive summaries (Hara et al. 2000; Tagg 1994) can help students consolidate their
651understanding of the different ideas contributed and draw on the previous discussion to
652negotiate shared understandings (Phase 3) or apply their newly-constructed knowledge
653(Phase 5). In this way, the extensive summary can coordinate group activity and ground
654subsequent discussion. This result illustrates the power of our analysis to illuminate how
655individual’s posts in a discussion can influence group processes of knowledge construction.

656Research question 3: How do the assigned roles and functions of recent posts
657affect the current KC process?

658Two characteristics of recent posts had small effects on the KC of the current post. First,
659after a pivotal post (often an extensive summary) had occurred, posts with New Ideas were
660more likely to be followed by lower KC posts (such as other new ideas). Second, after a
661pivotal post had occurred, a Responsive post was more likely to be followed by a post with
662a New Idea and then with a subsequent post in a lower KC phase (see Fig. 4).
663If substantiated in future work, these findings raise additional questions about the relationship
664between the KC process and the quality of its resulting knowledge. While new ideas after
665extensive summaries might hinder immediate efforts to advance the KC process (since they
666draw away from synthesis), returning to a lower KC phase might ultimately help the group
667produce a higher quality constructed knowledge product. For example, a new idea contributed
668after the group has come to a final agreement (KC Phase 5) could lead someone to suggest an
669additional revision that improves the idea (KC Phase 4). Thus, the connections between these
670KC micro-processes and the quality of their resultant knowledge products require investigation.
671These results also show how this method can identify both time-dependent effects and
672sequences of effects. The connections between New Ideas, Responsiveness and KC occur
673in particular time periods (only after the first pivotal post) and demonstrate linkages across
674a sequence of three posts: a responsive post is linked to new ideas in the next post, which in
675turn is linked to the KC in the third post.

676Implications

677Our findings have three implications for researchers, teachers and online learning designers.
678Most importantly, this study demonstrated a method for studying interdependencies in the
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679KC process and provided empirical evidence about how learners’ contributions to online
680discussions influence one another. Using a combination of content analysis and statistical
681discourse analysis, our approach identified the number and locations of pivotal posts in the KC
682process, tested explanatory models of these pivotal posts and tested explanatory models of KC
683processes at multiple levels–allowing for different effects across time segments, across
684discussions, across groups and across weeks. This method allowed us to detect extensive
685summaries’ ignition of new discussion segments with elevated KC and how sequences of
686actions (of new ideas, and responsiveness) across multiple posts can influence KC in the current
687post. This contrasts the view of online discussions as fractured and incoherent with little
688interactivity (Herring 1999; Reyes and Tchounikine 2003; Thomas 2002). Moreover, the
689combination of significant micro-level effects (among sequential posts), meso-level effects
690(across discussion segments) and non-significant macro-level effects (across groups and
691discussion topics) highlight the importance and the need for fine-grained temporal analyses to
692address research questions about the relationships among posts in online discussions.
693Second, to our knowledge, this is the first study to analyze Gunawardena et al.’s
694(1997) KC phases using a statistical method that aligns with its ontology as a process.
695This allows us to extend prior work examining aggregate proportions of posts in each KC
696phase and pose important questions about the nature of KC as a process. The result that a
697pivotal post ignited a new distinct segment of conversation at a higher KC phase (often
698phase 3 or 5) in many discussions supports the meso-level structure of progressive, well-
699defined KC phases (Gunawardena et al. 1997). At the same time, the many posts in KC
700phases 3 and 5 without prior KC phase 2 or 4 segments respectively questions the
701necessity of the judgmental KC phases as pre-requisites to the synthetic phases. Future
702research is needed to examine whether the presence or absence of KC Phases 2 and 4 in
703the discussion process impacts the resulting constructed knowledge product and learning
704outcomes at the group and individual levels. If future studies find these KC phases to be
705be important, online designers and instructors educators might explicitly articulate
706conversational functions to align with them. For example a “critique” function could be
707proposed to align with KC phase 2 and a “probe and test solutions” function could be
708crafted to align with KC phase 4. These functions could then be encouraged using
709assigned roles and other scripting techniques.
710Finally, this study expanded the importance of discussion summaries, specifically
711extensive summaries. Extensive summaries in the middle of the discussion not only
712increased KC immediately but were also often pivotal posts that radically increased KC in
713the following discussion segment. The high proportion of Synthesizers’ posts that were
714extensive summaries further suggests that learners are capable of enacting this role
715satisfactorily. Thus, online designers and instructors can consider assigning a Synthesizer
716role as a simple intervention to increase midway extensive summaries and advance the
717knowledge construction process in online discussions. Role instructions provided to
718learners can support their creation of extensive summaries (rather than minor ones) by
719explicitly encouraging learners to weave together multiple posts to draw out key ideas and
720themes that have arisen in the discussion. In a similar vein, educators can consider how
721subsequent discussions can build off the Wrapper’s summary post, either in future online
722discussions, or as part of an in-class follow-up (in the case of blended instruction). Future
723work can expand on this finding by theorizing and testing different mechanisms by which
724extensive summaries may influence the discussion as pivotal posts; for example by helping
725individuals to consolidate their understanding, supporting the group in maintaining joint
726attention, and providing a grounding for subsequent discussion.
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727Limitations and future research

728Limitations of these findings include coding granularity, the study's sample size, and the
729generalizability of findings to other kinds of course content, structures and settings. This
730study used one particular model to conceptualize and asses the KC process, but there are
731also many other frameworks being used in the CSCL community to investigate
732knowledge construction (e.g. Pena-Shaff and Nicholls 2004; Weinberger and Fischer
7332006). As Gunawardena et al.’s (1997) model explicitly conceptualizes the sequential
734relationship between KC phases, it was particularly suited to temporal analysis, but it also
735has limitations. For example, this KC coding scheme does not differentiate quality: a
736creative, detailed proposed task solution may contribute more to a discussion than a
737simple opinion but both are coded as KC Phase 1 posts (cf. Veerman and Veldhuis-
738Diermanse 2001). Due to the small number of participants, these data are also not
739necessarily representative of interactions among students in different groups or classes.
740Finally a model of KC phases during discussions may differ for other subject matter (e.g.,
741mathematics), other task structures (e.g., open class discussions without roles), or other
742settings (voluntary non-academic contexts).
743Despite these limitations, the study demonstrates the statistical power of our method
744to analyze interactions at the post level while simultaneously allowing for systematic
745analyses of large numbers of online discussions. Future studies will test the
746generalizability of these findings and can examine more participants studying different
747content across varying task structures using a variety of models to conceptualize and
748assess the KC process. In addition, we will extend this work by empirically testing the
749relationship between different discussion processes and independent knowledge product
750and learning outcome measures.

751Conclusion

752This paper has shown a new approach for analyzing temporal patterns of knowledge
753construction using a combination of content analysis and statistical discourse analysis. We
754coded data from online discussions in a college course in which 21 students were assigned
755weekly roles with Gunawardena et al.’s (1997) scheme of five phases of KC. We then
756statistically identified pivotal posts that initiated new segments of KC during the
757discussions, tested hypotheses about patterns of KC phases and modeled the effects of
758role assignments on these patterns. Specifically, results indicated that most online
759discussions had one pivotal post that distinguished two distinct discussion segments, the
760first dominated by a lower KC phase and the second dominated by a higher KC phase.
761These results support the progressive nature of Gunawardena et al.’s KC scheme, but not
762the necessity of the earlier phases to reach KC phase 5. Furthermore, the pivotal posts
763identified were often extensive summaries written in the middle of the discussion by
764students assigned a Synthesizer or Wrapper role. This result suggests that assigning a
765summarization role in the middle of the discussion rather than near the end can aid group
766progress to more advanced phases of KC. Our model of KC also showed that sequences of
767recent posts were linked to KC in the current post and identified how these effects differed
768across time. This case study is just one example of how our approach can be used to
769analyze temporal patterns of KC to address fine-grained research questions about
770collaborative processes in online discussions.
771
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